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Easy, Straightforward Pricing
Our transparent pricing model makes it easy to get
exactly what you need after each deposition.

Hosting the Deposition

Rush pricing

With our straightforward deposition hosting software, you can prepare for your
deposition in one place. During and after the deposition setup process, you will be
able to invite the witness(es), co–counsels, apposing counsels, paralegals, and a court
reporter.


If you need a certified transcript sooner than the standard
seven-day turnaround, we’re here to help. When you complete
your transcript order, you can specify a preferred delivery
date. A surcharge applies to any rush transcript order.


Before the deposition takes place, you can draft outlines and add documents, all of
which are accessible within the app and viewable only by you. Any documents you
create can be shared during the actual live deposition, but only when you specify.

Here’s how rush pricing works.
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# of days after
Deposition ends

Surcharge

1 day

80%

Access to the deposition for all parties


2 day

65%

Exhibit storage


3 day

45%

Access to exhibits immediately after deposition


4 day

30%

Access to outlines to prepare for deposition


5 day

20%

6 day

10%

a ting the d eposition

S

$14 9 per deposition

torage of documents for up to 3 months after deposition


Hiring

a court reporter

$75 per hour

Certified Court Reporter 

S

B

ecure stamped exhibits available immediately for download 


ulk purchases

With bulk pricing, everyone gets a better deal with every
additional transcript ordered.

Easy-to-order certified transcripts 


Here’s how it works:

he first lawyer to order a deposition’s certified transcript
will pay the most per transcript page. Each additional lawyer
who orders a certified transcript will pay a lower fee, and
lower everyone else’s per-page price, too. The more
transcripts ordered, the bigger everyone’s discount.
T

O

rdering transcripts & video

All lawyers involved can order rough or certified transcripts before,
during, and after the deposition. Every lawyer will also have the
option to order a video recording of the deposition.
Rough tr

a nscript

$1.25 per page

Available upon request

E-Trans format

Available until the certified transcript is completed
f d tr a nscript

Certi ie

$4.25 per page

e uested certified transcripts available 7 days after deposition


R q

E-Trans or PDF format
D eposition v i d eo

Available 24 hours after deposition

MP4 format

$50 per video
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of transcripts
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irst
transcrip t 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( per page )
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1

$4.75

2

$4.50

$3.50

3

$4.25

$3.25

4

$4.00

$3.00

5

$3.75

$2.75

6

$3.50

$2.50

7

$3.25

$2.25

8+

$3.00

$2.00

The bulk price per transcript is only available until the certified transcript is
delivered. Surcharge percentage is based off of the final price per page.

